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Separate the data from the view – Glazed Lists makes this easy. 

If this sounds like a sales pitch, that’s because it is. I’ve used Glazed Lists on a 
number of projects and am continually enamored by the simplicity it brings to my 
application designs. I’m always suggesting coworkers try Glazed Lists when 
appropriate as I truly believe using it yields better software.  

Glazed Lists will help you create an elegant, maintainable, scalable architecture. 



1) All the simplicity and power of java.util.List with the addition of list events. Glazed Lists lets you make data the center of your application, 
driving observers with events about data change. 

2) Glazed Lists lets you assemble lists into a pipeline, such that one lists feeds another. Each list in the pipeline is can present a transformed 
version of the upstream list without actually affecting the raw data. This is extremely powerful, as it lets you connect simple pieces to obtain 
complex results. 

Many more: 
•  CachingList 
•  CompositeList 
•  FileList 
•  FreezableList 
•  GroupingList 
•  RangeList 
•  SequenceList 
•  ThresholdList 
•  TreeList 
•  UniqueList 

3) Glazed Lists makes creating JTables that are sortable and filterable extremely easy. No complicated table models required - just wrap your 
EventList in a EventTableModel and your done! 

4) How does GL’s SortedList compare to Java’s TableSorter in JDK 6? Filtering and sorting behind the table model ensures that your model and 
view row indices are always identical. This is not the case with JTable’s sorting strategy – the transformation is in the view, so you must translate 
row coordinates to get at correct row of backing data. Functionally speaking, though, both provide the ability to show a table in sorted order. 
Enumerated below are the differences in design philosophy and performance: 

1. Java’s TableSorter is done at the view layer, whereas GL sorts at the model layer. This helps in keeping with ideologies such as 
those provided by Martin Fowler – namely, minimizing behavior in the view layer (e.g. http://martinfowler.com/eaaDev/
PassiveScreen.html). 

2. GL far outperforms TableSorter (http://publicobject.com/glazedlists/sortedjtables/) 
a) Time to perform 1000 sort operations on G4 1.33 GHz: 

a) GL:                 65.5 seconds 
b) TableSorter: 136.3 seconds 

b) Time to perform 1000 row adds on G4 1.33 GHz 
a) GL:                 8.9 seconds 
b) TableSorter: 71.4 seconds   
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1) Glazed lists is very actively developed - I regularly post to their 
Nabble mailing list and get responses within the day and fixes within a 
day or two. 

2) Its free, and doesn’t uses an infectious license. 

3) Its always stable (even the nightly builds) and is very well tested. 
They have a suite of unit tests, which makes regression testing easier. 
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Glazed lists has the best documentation of any library I’ve used. Not 
only do they provide detailed descriptions of the classes and how to use 
them, but they also indicate: 

•  Thread safety 
•  Performance (read, write and other as appropriate) 
•  Memory footprint 
•  Links to issues that the class has had. 

You really can judge a library by its documentation! 
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So why do we need Glazed Lists? 

1) Applications usually are centered around data that a user manipulates. 

2) The user’s focus is on this data, therefore the application parts are centered 
around this data. Ideally, each view of the data can manipulate the data 
without any knowledge of the other views. Glazed Lists makes it easy for  
each view to manipulate the same set of data – manipulating that data 
generates events that propagate to other views as necessary. Thus, all 
interested parties are notified when the list structure is changed and can react 
as necessary (note listeners can also be notified about individual bean 
property changes on a single list element with a special kind of list - 
ObservableElementList). 

3) Glazed Lists lets views listen for data changes, which then lets them react 
to those changes (e.g. by repainting an area). Typically in Swing, views must 
be notified from some external source when data changes – that is, they aren’t 
autonomous and some omniscient entity must know which views are 
interested in what data. GL helps remove this layer of knowledge (and 
therefore complexity) by letting views register for data changes that they are 
interested in.  

Glazed Lists is really a data fabric. 
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Each view is given the same list to render (the model). Through the 
infrastructure provided by Glazed Lists’s, they each register with the 
data for events. Thus when data is added, the map can remove the 
rendering of the datum and the table can remove the corresponding 
row.  

EventListGroup 
What really empowers our software is providing corresponding 
selection lists for each data list. Then views can add an item to this list 
when a user selects an item and all other views of that data (whom are 
listening to that selection list) can update their view to accurately reflect 
this new state. 

Each view can further wrap the core data in TransformedLists in order 
to sort, filter or a variety of other transforms. This pipelining doesn’t 
affect the base list, so a view needn’t worry that they’ll upset the core 
data. 

[segue to Glazed List foundation - EventList]  
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EventList is the basic building block in Glazed Lists. EventLists provide 
a mechanism for adding ListEventListseners. These listeners can 
respond to list adds, removes, and individual list element updates. 
Changes are typically batched, which is why you must iterate over the 
list changes in the listChanged method. This batching mechanism 
streamlines the list update process when a single transform causes 
multiple changes in a list. 

Example of batch update: filtering a list can cause multiple changes, 
which should be processed somewhat atomically.  

In the previous example, the map component would create a visual 
rendering of a list element when an update event was received. On a 
delete event, it would remove that rendering. Likewise, the table would 
add a new row on updates and remove the given row on deletes. 

[segue to why you’ll probably never need to do this]  
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You’ll rarely actually need to implement ListEventListener, though. If you’re 
using standard UI components (JTable, JList, JComboBox), most of the work 
is done for you. You can create one of the models’ below which wrap an 
EventList: 

•  EventTableModel - wraps an EventList for display in a JTable 
•  EventListModel - wraps an EventList for display in a JList 
•  EventComboBoxModel - wraps an EventList for display in a 
JComboBox 

• EventTableViewer – creates a new Viewer that wraps an EventList 
• EventListViewer – helper that shows an EventList in a List 
component 
• EventComboViewer - helper that shows an EventList in a Combo 
component 

Note that SWT support is not as stable as Swing support. 

[segue to high-level table example]  
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Is there anyone that likes writing TableModels? I think not. Its an 
arduous, mindless, error prone task. 

Glazed Lists provides an EventTableModel which wraps and EventList, 
shielding developers from the painful experience of creating a custom 
TableModel. Using EventTableModel, you can create a live table in as 
little as two lines of code! And yes, I said live - that means as the 
underlying list has elements added and removed, the table will 
accurately reflect these changes. For even ‘liver’ tables, consider using 
an ObservableElementList with a ObservableElementList.Connector. 

Notice the TableFormat – GL uses this interface to determine the 
number of columns to show in the table, the value for a given record at 
a given column index, and what the display names of each column 
should be. In the example above, we’re using the GL factory method 
that binds JavaBean properties to columns via reflection. 

So that’s four lines of code, and your presented with a dynamic JTable - 
no TableModel’s required! 

[segue to demo: Creating a Live Table] 
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Two minute demo showing how little code is needed to create a JTable that inserts 
and removes rows when elements are added to and removed from the backing list. 

[segue to ObservableElementList] 



A typical TableModel is a simple mapping of data to a display location (table cell). In order to 
refresh the table’s rendition of the data, someone (the TableModel or another listener) must 
indicate to the JTable that the data has changed. This is done by calling 
JTable.tableChanged(TableModelEvent), which specifies which cells, rows, or columns were 
affected by the data mutation. This is pretty arduous to do every time you want to create a live 
table – and don’t we really most always want our JTables to be in sync with our data? 

Using an ObservableElementList, you can “hear” changes to all your data with just one 
ListEventListener. You can either install your own custom listening mechanism by writing an 
ObservableElementList.Connector, or you can use the supplied GlazedLists.beanConnector(). 
The later requires that your Java Beans fire property change events and supply an 
addPropertyChangeListener and removePropertyChangeLIstener method.  

ObservableElementList uses the supplied Connector to install itself as a listener on each 
element in your list, as well as remove itself as a listener when elements are removed from the 
list.  

This makes it extremely easy to listen to changes on the elements of a list, and frees you from 
the overhead of installing and uninstalling PropertyChangeListeners on elements as they come 
and go from your data set. All of the overhead of installing and uninstalling listeners is handled 
by Glazed Lists. 

Furthermore, EventTableModel handles ListEvent.UPDATE’s (fired by ObservableElementList 
on list element sub-element changes) which means that as your data changes, the table auto-
magically updates for you. No more manually firing table change events! This really is data-
binding made simple. I should note that when a bean property changes, it does trigger a full row 
repaint, which has thus far been sufficient in regards to performance. 

[segue demo: Creating a Really Live Table] 
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Two minute demo on how creating an ObservableElementList causes your JTable to 
update when an individual property of an element within the backing list changes. 

[segue to list pipelining] 



List pipelining is where the real power of Glazed Lists shines. Its 
extremely easy to chain simple lists that together provide a complex 
aggregate result. Pipelining lists gives you a similar power enjoyed by 
database queries, allowing you to sort and filter data very easily. But 
their power far exceeds that of a static database query - list pipelines 
are live, so changes up-stream flow downstream, making your lists 
dynamic. Any list within the pipeline can be read or written to at any 
time - writes will flow downstream, which will cause the lists fed by the 
modified list to update themselves. 

The demonstration here is of a single flat pipeline, but pipelines can 
branch off and turn into trees of pipelines. That is, the upstream list can 
feed an arbitrary number of lists, and those lists can in turn feed an 
arbitrary number of lists. The result is an arbitrarily complex tree of lists 
- of which, any list node is freely available for reading and writing. 

[segue to demo: Creating a Filterable, Sortable Table] 
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Two minute demo on how creating an filterable sortable JTable fed by a list pipeline 
like this: 

EventList -> FilterList -> SortedList 

[segue to concurrency and threading] 



1) Another extremely powerful feature of Glazed Lists, is the built in support of 
concurrency. Every EventList has a ReadWriteLock which can be used to lock 
reading or writing. This uses a custom GL interface though (as opposed to the 
java.util.concurrent.locks.ReadWriteLock), so that an implementation for JDK 
1.4.2 could be provided. Using ReadWriteLocks is much more flexible than 
simply wrapping code blocks with the synchronized keyword, as 
ReadWriteLock provide the added flexibility of marking a section of code as 
needing only read locking. Locks are also a little more explicit and obvious to 
others reviewing your code, that is, you are explicitly indicating that you are 
performing a read or write operation that must be completed atomically and in 
isolation. 

2) Glazed Lists has a similar support method to 
java.util.Collections.synchronizedList, GlazedLists.threadSafeList. This is a 
handy method for creating a list that is shared among many threads. Each list 
operation is wrapped in a ReadWriteLock acquisition and subsequent release 
- this is convenient, but also expensive. Note that this provides method level 
locking (add, remove etc) rather than full transaction based locking. 

3) There are also a couple of great support methods that wrap your lists such 
that all update events are fired on the appropriate UI thread. Some purely UI 
facing lists, like TreeList, want to receive all update events on the UI thread, 
as they will be modifying UI components. 

[segue to function lists] 
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1)  TransformedLists decorate another list. In order to stay in sync with 
that backing list, they must add themselves as a ListEventListener. 
Therefore, it is crucial to remove that ListEventListener when your 
through with the TransformedList. Otherwise, memory leaks will run 
rampant! 

If you create a pipeline of lists, each list must have its dispose method 
called. This can be trouble some if you are trying to return a pipeline of 
lists, because the called has no way to know how many lists are in that 
pipeline. An easy solution is to create a ListPipeline that takes a 
grouping of lists in its constructor. When dispose is called on the 
ListPipeline, it can iterate over all the lists in the pipeline and call 
dispose. 

[segue to similarities/differences with JSR 295] 
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JSR 295 and Glazed Lists have some overlapping functionality, but each aims to serve a different usage. JSR 295 is 
targeted at keeping two properties (typically of two Objects) in sync – extremely useful when syncing an Object’s property 
and a Swing Component’s model (e.g. a JTextField’s backing Document). Glazed Lists aims to offer a mechanism to apply 
transforms to your data and chain those transformations together. 

Similarities: 
JSR 295 proposes an ObservableList which is very similar to GL’s EventList – both offer the ability to be notified when 
elements are added or removed, or when properties of an element change. 

Differences: 
1. Glazed Lists introduces the concept of a TransformedList which is where the real difference between the two libraries 

lies. Glazed Lists allows us to view the same data in different ways by applying transforms, like sorts, filters, 
uniqueness and so on. 

2. JSR 295 takes a “shallow binding” approach – the assumption is that the data is in a usable form and need only be 
bound to a Swing Component’s model. GL takes a “deep binding” approach, which means that the assumption is that 
data is typically *not* in a usable form to start with. For example, you might wish to “bend” the data to conform to 
these rules: 

a) Show me non null data 
b) Show me only unique customers 

 (extracted from James Lemieux’s comments here http://www.nabble.com/Fwd%3A-Glazed-Lists-and-JSR-295-
to15579999.html#a15685465). 

Glazed Lists gives you the ability to both listen to and cause changes in your data – it is a mechanism with which to interact 
with your data. 

Each library takes a fundamentally different approach to the problem of data mutation notification, thus each is appropriate 
for differing problem sets. 

[segue to why should you use glazed lists] 
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1) Glazed Lists will simplify your code by encapsulating the entire data 
mutation notification framework. You probably already have code that 
does something similar, but it’s probably less robust, and not as well 
tested. 

2) Glazed Lists is finely tuned for performance. It was written to handle 
extremely large data sets and does so very well. 

3) Glazed Lists fosters data-centric design which in turn helps break 
your application into independent views. This makes your application 
easier to understand, and easier to test. 

4) There is very minimal learning required to start using Glazed Lists. 
Much of the basic functionality is intuitive and natural - the more 
advanced functionality is well documented and demonstrated via 
screen casts and sample code. 

Simply stated, Glazed Lists is elegant, and it will help you make your 
software elegant. 
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Glazed Lists provides out-of-the box support for a number of third-party 
open source libraries - very convenient! 
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